PART II.
I.

- This wrzy- that you have been describing - is it the fourth wtzy?
You can call it that if you like - I call it the "wrzy- of happinessu.
But is it the same as the fourth way described in the system?
-No, not really. Something was missing.
And what was that?
A method whereby man's inner development could take place in the
natural conditions of his everyday life.
But wasnt that possible before?
No, before we had the meditation real work was only possible under
special conditions.
- But is there anything against special conditions - wh.y is the
other to be preferred?
- Because it ensures that the right relation is established between,
man's inner development a.nd his outward life.
If you take man out
of life and put him in special conditions this relation is likely
to suffer. In the end he ma.Y lose his place in life, and then his
development will become meaningless.
- But I thought life influences were harmful to man's development?
- No, no, they will not do him any harm.
Man was not created to
a~oid life, he wa.s created to live. He was put in his place in the
world in order to realise himself. He cannot do so in any other place.
But how can he find what his place in the world really is?
That is what schools are for - to help him to realise himself. With
the help of the meditation, and with the right knowledge, he will
come to it.
The function of every man is different - there is an
infinite number of different places to be filled.,

II.

- You spoke of the right relation between man's inner development
e.na. his outward life.

What should this relation be?

- The s&~e relation as that between the half hour and the rest
of the day.
- You mean if the half hour goes right the rest of the day
will follow1
- Yes, certainly.

But the half hour in its turn depends on what

happens during the day.

The half hour must have an outlet - the

energy we get during the half hour must be able to express itself
otherwise the meditation will not work as it should.
- Then if the half hour and the day are in the right relation,
man's inner development and his outward life will also be in the
right relation?
- Yes, in time, if the right relation is established between the
half hour and the rest of the day, man's outward life will begin
to change - it will become more in tune with his inner being, more
what he always hoped it micht be.
- So there is no need to make any drastic changes in one's outward
life - no need to put oneself under special conditions, or anything
like that?
- No need to alter anything - just continue with the meditation.
Sooner or later you will find there is less difference - less
conflict - between the inner and outer sides of your life.
will seem to come together more and more.

They

III.
- You say that man was created in order to live, and to realise
himself'- what do you think his work in the world should be?
- As I see it, man's work in the world has three dimensions - it
exists on three different scales. Everything we have disoussed
so far relates only to the first scale - it refers to man's
personal life - his inner work.
And what is the next?
The next is connected with man's outer life - the world of people
and things. Work on this scale is much bigger - there is no longer
anything personal.
It consists in helping other people - working
for other people rather than oneself.
And the third kind?
The third kind is bigger still - it is concerned with helping
mankind.
It consis~s in conveying the right influences to
mankind through the realisation of truth.
And this is the most important?
No, no, , they are all three important, for each depends on the
next. It is like the growth of a tree. The first thing to grow
is the tree itself
the roots, the trunk and the branches. Then
at an appointed time the leaves and the flowers appear. And
finally the tree bears fruit, and the fruit is picked and eaten. For
truth does not last very long - it has soon to be fashioned again."
- And the growth of the tree itself - that is man's personal work?
- Yes, the tree itself is always there - in a sense it includes
all the rest.
- But the leaves and the fruit come and go with the seasons of the
year?
Would you say they are not so permanent?
- Yes, our relations with other people are always changing.

Each

time new situations are arising, and new formulations of the truth
will be needed.
But that which is truly oneself never changes or
disappears •.

IV.
- I would like to know the right wa;r to help people.
So often
one wants to help someone, and one only succeeds in making
matters worse •.
- There are certain principles you have to ~ollow, then it is
much easier.
And what are they?
Leave it to the meditation - that is the first thing to remember.
How do you mean-., 'leave it to the meditation'?
If the meditation has the right effeci, you will find you~
helping other people. It just comes out of you in the right wa;r,
and at the right time.
But if you try to do it purposely, or if
you think too much beforehand, it simply doesnt work.
- And if the meditation doesnt have the right effect?
- You just cant help other people, that's all.
But how does one know the -differeno~?
One very soon gets to know the feel of it.
- You mean when one feels emotional?
- No, not emotional. When one feels emotional one tries to £!.2
something, and inevitably one does the wrong thing. It isnt a
question of doing anything - the meditation does it for you.
- You said just now that we are alwa;rs trying to ,2;2•
- Yes, I know.
But really there is nothing we oan do to help other
people.
Any help we ma;, give then comes from beyond us - it comes
from the meditation.

v.
- But why does the meditation have this effect - why cant we
do it on our own?
- It is a question of energy. In order to help other people
one needs the energy produced by the meditation
the same energy
that one needs for self remembering.
If one has enough of this
energy one oan help people - one can even take awa;y . their suffering
convert their suffering into positive emotion.
That seems too wonderful to believe - isnt it a very long wa;y off?
The meditation can oonvert one's own suffering into positive
emotion, so why should it not be possible with others?
- But unless one has the right energy there is not muon one can do?
- Not much one can do, at least in a. permanent wa;y.
Like a doctor
he aan make things more o-omfortable for his patient
make it easier
for nature to cure him of his illness.
But the power to cure - the
curative power - has to o·ome from the patient himself.
Then what does this power depend on?
The doctor may prescribe certain
It depends on the level of energy.
medicines, but these medicines are- on much the same level as the
diseases they a.re supposed to cure, so the fight is evenly matched.
- And the same thing is true when one sets out to help other people?
- Yes,, the same thing is true.
The help that you and I can give
people is all on one level - the same level as the trouble itself •.
All we can do is to shift things a.round a little - make things more
comfortable for a while.
But the meditation works on quite a
different level
a level at least two steps higher in the sea.le.
That is why it comes like help from above - that is why it has
such curative powers.,

VI.,

- And are there any other principles connec~ed with helping
other people?
- Yes, there is one other - about the kind of people one helps.
You mean one should help some people and not others?
On the contrary, that is what one always tends to do.

But if

you really do leave things to the meditation you will find yourself
helping people you never helped before.

You will find there is

absolutely no distinction about whom one should help - everyone
is equal in this respect.
I suppose we usually help the people we like most?
Maybe, but I dont mean you have to force yourself to go and help
people you dont like.
Then what should one do?
If the meditation has the right effect you will find you want to
help everyone.

It just comes naturally - it is the right triad,

the right activity.
You mean one will even want to help evil and unpleasant people?
Why, of course.
your help.

They may be the ones that are most in need of

After all, if you are selective about it - if you

decide in your mind to help some people and not others - you will
end up 'by helping fewer and fewer people, until eventually you
help nobody at all.
But shouldnt one use one's discrimination to some extent?
You will find if the meditation has the right effec~ you will
be able to discriminate much better.

Something will tell you

wha,t to do.
- You mean whether to interfere or not?
- Yes, whether to interfere or to leave things alone, whether to
speak or to remain silent, whether to act or to wait until another
time. All these things will come to you naturally if the meditation'
has the right effect.

But you cant work them out on your own - they

are far too subtle, too complex for the ordinary mind to decide.

VII.
- But surely the best wa:, to help people is to see that they are
given the meditation?
- They ma:, not want it, and in rmy- case you cannot force them to
have it.
Well, perhaps to introduce them to the system?
They ma:, not want that either.
But ie it really possible to help people who know nothing about
the meditation or the system?
- Why, of course. They are the ones that are in need of help - that
is what the fourth wa:, is all about.
The purpose of the fourth
wa:, is to teach people how to give this help - to form a bridge
between those that have the help to give and those that are in
need of it - between those that are in the light and those that
are in darkness.
- So when we are given the meditation it is really, to help other
people?
- Partly for oneself, partly to help other people. But there is
something muoh bigger too.
And what is that?
If one gets something for oneself from the meditation - if one.!!
something - in one wa;r or another it is bound to express itself, to
be given to other people, and the wa;r in whioh this happens need not
oonoern us overmuch, because it will happen naturally. But there
is a third kind of work which is much bigger than all this. It
consists in discovering the truth. If we can find truth for ourselves,
and if we can formulate it in the right wa;:r, the knowledge which
results will be of help to mankind as a whole •. This is work of a
different kind - much bigger in scale - than either the first or
the second.

